San Francisco-based Zephyr has been at the forefront of the industry for the past 20 years with performance and design-driven ventilation hoods. Adding to its Core, Designer and Pro Collections, Zephyr makes an indelible mark in the pro-style category with the new Titan hood. Delivering more power, using less energy and featuring a virtually silent motor, Titan is arguably Zephyr’s most forward-thinking hood to date. “This year, we wanted to create a less boxy, pro-style hood; a more low-profile design with beveled edges that would house the latest technology,” president Luke Siow says. While the consumer focuses on kitchen design more than ever before, Zephyr responds, giving home chefs every option to meet their cooking needs—from its groundbreaking new PowerWave™ blower technology and electronic LCD controls, to LED lighting and more. In classic Zephyr style, Titan elevates the kitchen hood to a new level of design and technology.

**TITAN + POWERWAVE™ TECHNOLOGY: THE ULTIMATE WORKHORSE**

**PowerWave™ Blower:** The ultra-quiet, 750 CFM PowerWave™ blower with optional 1,300 CFM dual-blower upgrade is easily the most powerful internal blower on the market today.

**Five Size Options:** From 36 inches up to 60 inches to accommodate even the largest pro-style ranges.

**Pro Baffle Filters:** Titan includes oversize professional baffle filters with a grease collection tray for no-mess cooking.

**6-Speed Electronic LCD Control Panel:** “We simplified this feature, so it’s intuitive,” Siow says. “When you need to change the filter or update any other feature, the display spells it out.” And 6 speed controls give consumers every noise level option, from loud to undetectable.

**Airflow Control Technology™:** ACT™ allows the installer to limit the maximum CFM to meet local codes without compromising on design.

**LED Lighting:** New directional LED lighting can be positioned to accommodate different cooking areas.